
Shelf trays 
Effective brand display and 
control of the shelf space



Attractive on-shelf promotion ensures 
successful product launches
HL Display’s shelf trays create appealing fixtures and drive brand 
awareness. Products are displayed in an attractive manner without 
obscuring available stock.

More effective management of the 
available shelf space
The trays keep the shelf space neat and organised while creating a 
prominent brand display. They achieve effective brand presence even 
in narrow spaces.

Highlighting shelf trays are the perfect tool 
for successful product launches. 

Control 
your shelf 
space... 

On-shelf promotion plays
a key role in developing
sales



Create differentiation with customised 
solutions

A proven solution

The most comprehensive range on 
the market

...and reinforce your brand visibility 

Brand and product visibility supported by 
clear communication facilities purchase 
decisions
Product understanding is key to developing impulse purchases.                
It is proven that the faster you find a product in-store, the more you 
purchase.
Investing in an on-shelf promotion is therefore one of the most 
effective tools for supporting product launches

Brands need to stand out to catch the customer’s attention. 
The eye is automatically drawn to colours and shapes that 
create differentiation on the shelf. 

HL offers the widest range of shelf trays on the market to 
create engaging product displays.

• Customised dimensions and fronts
• Merchandising accessories (dividers, pushers)
• Promotional unit (double levels)
• Lighting (can be integrated)
• Communication accessories (perpendicular signage, 
fragrance tester, product iinformation)

Your products and brand are 
easy to find on the shelf

Shelf space and number of 
facings are protected

Brand messages in close 
proximity to products to drive 
sales

Products and promotions are 
always clearly visible 

A customised shelf tray 
highlights your brand clearly and 
effectively

HL offers the widest range on 
the market providing multiple 
design possibilities

Effective product 
launches

Brand visibility returns sales



...while
maintaining
shelf space

Reinforce your brand’s 
presence on shelf

Shelf trays maintain clearly 
identifiable shelf spaces and 
attractive product displays. 
A branded shelf tray front 
highlights your brand clearly and 
effectively. 

Enhance the
brand display
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HL DISPLAY AB       
Cylindervägen 18, Box 1118 
131 26 Nacka Strand - Sweden Tel +46 8 683 73 00 

info@hl-display.com 
www.hl-display.com 


